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Abstract. Deformation behavior of Ni~mnGa single crystals uniaxially loaded in compression
and tension along the (100) p

j
and 1110) pj axes were investigated. It was shown that three

successive stress-induced structural transitions may be observed for specimens tensed along Ihe

(100) pj or compressed along the 1110) pi direction, while only one transition was stress-

induced in compression along the (100) pj axis. The crystal structure of stress-induced and

thermal martensite was identified and related reversible deformation values for different loading

geometry were estimated.

1. Introduction.

In the earlier investigations of NizmnGa intermetallic compound [1-2] it was shown, that in

addition to the magnetic ordering, a structural phase transformation of ma~ensitic type also

took place during cooling. This ma~ensitic transformation results id the formation of a

complicated tetragonal lattice from b-c-c- ordered (L2j ) parent pi phase. From the coi~lbined
powder diffraction and single-crystal X-ray analysis it was concluded, that apart from

tetragonal disto~ion of pi phase there is also a superstructure with a periodicity along the

c axis of at least factor 4. The superstructure probably arises from stacking faults along the

c axis by a lattice shift in (110) direction [I].
Recently it was shown [3] that the extra reflections, observed in X-ray diffraction pattems

taken from the thermal martensite, were due to shuffling along the (110) [l10]~ system with a

periodicity equal to 5 atomic layers. The same martensite was also stress-induced by
compression along (100) pi axis in the temperature range above M~ temperature.

In the present a~ide, we repo~ the results on the defornlation behavior of NizmnGa single
crystals compressed/tensed along (100) pi and (l10) pi axes in temperature range 308-

77 K, and accompanied crystal structure changes, observed by in situ X-ray analysis. Origin of

the extra spots in X-ray pattems, and relations between the macroscopic defornlations and

corresponding lattices parameters changes are also discussed.

2. Materials and experimental technique.

The alloy used for the investigations was melted in induction melting fumace in an argon

atmosphere. NizmnGa single crystals were grown according to Bridgman's technique without
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using seeding crystals. Samples of square cross-section having the dimensions I x I x 12 mm~

were used for four-point probe resistivity measurement, though for mechanical testing
experiments and X-ray analysis the specimens used were of circular cross-section with

«
heads

» on its ends. Because of high brittleness of NizmnGa these specimens were made as

compound (Fig. I), consisting of electropolished cylindrical NizmnGa single crystal rod and

brass
«

heads », soldered to it by tin solder. The gauge length of these specimens were 2.0 mm

for compression experiments and 4-10 mm for tension ones. Mechanical tests were performed
using ZM-40 mechanical testing machine, adjusted for compression and tension of micro

specimens. Temperature stabilization for isothermal tension and compression experiments

was achieved by immersing specimens in Dewar vessel filled with water or petrol for the

experiments carried above or below zero temperature respectively. For crystal structure

analysis the in situ X-ray rotating and oscillating single-crystal methods performed at room

temperature were used.
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Fig, I. Composed specimen for compression and tension experiments.

3. Results and discussion.

Figure 2 shows typical resistivity curve for single crystals used in experiment. Characteristic

points for thermally-induced ma~ensitic transformation were found to be : M~
=

293 K,

M~
=

273 K, A
~

=

278 K, A
~ =

298 K with a small scattering (about t 5 K) around these

values due to composition inhomogeneity. Measured lattice parameter of L2j ordered

pi phase was established to be 0.5822 ± 0.0002 nm. (It is necessary to point out, that due to

closeness of atomic scattering factors of constituent elements the superstructure reflections

due to L2j ordering cannot be resolved and only diffraction spots of A2 crystal structure are

present at the X-ray diffraction pattems.)
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Fig. 2. Resistivity changes in Ni~mnGa single crystal during cooling and heating.
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The crystal structure of thermally-induced ma~ensite may be interpreted in terms of

tetragonal body centered lattice having the lattice parameters a =

b
=

0.59010.001nm,

c =

0.55410.001 nm. However except the strong spots due to b-c-t- lattice, relatively weak

additional reflections are also observed at X-ray oscillation pattems taken from the thermally-
induced martensite (Fig. 3). As it has already been pointed out [3], all these additional spots

are situated along reciprocal lattice rows which are parallel to one of two (110)~ direction

and divide the distance between the main b-c-t- spots into 5 equal pa~s. If one denotes the

intensity of the main spots as « strong »
(S), then additional four spots may be divided into

two groups having the intensities
«

mediate
»

(M) and
«

weak
»

(W) correspondingly (see

Fig. 3b). Absolute intensity values of additional spots depend upon the indices of particular
reciprocal row, however, the above mentioned intensity distribution is valid for all of them.
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Fig. 3. X-ray oscillation pattern for thermally-induced martensite (a) and key diagram for the

( I 10)
~

relrow (b).

From the analysis of additional reflections absence and diffraction angles of the main b-c-t-

lattice reflections one may conclude that additional maxima are the result of periodical

shuffling (modulation) along (110) [l10] system of b,c.t. martensite in such a way that each 5-

th (110)~ plane remains in its original (I.e. b-c-t- ) position (Fig. 4). The sign and magnitude of

displacements for each (110) plane along the modulation period may be evaluated from the

experimentally measured intensity distribution between the additional maxima and calculated

intensity for different modes of 5-layer modulation.

Structure factor for a given hkf plane in coordinate system x, y, z
for nonprimitive cells may

be written as

N

F~d
=

Fo £ exp 2 ari (hx~ + ~y~ + iz~ ),

j =1
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where Fo is the structural factor for a plane net of atoms, N is a number of such nets in the

structural period along the normal to the net plane, x~, y~, z~ are the coordinates of the j-th net,

expressed as the fractions of the corresponding identity periods. For example, if (110) plane is

chosen as the atom net for any body centered lattice with the parameters a, b and

c, than for the coordinate system xii [l10],
y11 [00 Ii, z ii

[110] structural factor will be given by

where h, k, I
are the indices of reflections in orthogonal coordinate axes having the following

translation periods : a'
=

c'
=

fi,
b'

=
c.

For the shuffling along the (110) [l10] system with the number of layers in the modulation

period equal to L, the structural factor for the odd L is written as

2L

F~~i
=

Fjjo £ exp 2 ari [hQ/2 + ~) +
ij/2 L

,

j =1

where
A~

is displacement of j-th plane from the regular position in shuffling direction (Fig. 4)

A~ =
A sin 2 arj/L + B sin 4 arj/L + C sin 6 arj/L
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Fig. 4. Projection of 5-layer modulated structure onto (010) plane.
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Constants A, B and C were selected according to the least discrepancy between the

experimentally measured intensities (I) of the main and additional spots situated along [110]

b-c-t. (20 I in the
« new » x, y, z axes) direction and corresponding calculated (Fzo I)~ values.

Measured relative intensities for thermally-induced 5-layer martensite (I) and corresponding
calculated (F )~ values for the particular constants A

=
0.06, B

=

0.002, C
=

0.007 are

listed in the table I. Thus, the shear modulation of b-c-t- martensite lattice may be considered

as superimposed static displacement waves having the following propagation and polarization

vectors : kj,
z ~ii [110], ei z, ~ ii

[l10], ki
=

4 ar/5 a
/, [kz[

=

8 ar/5 a
/,

k~
=

12 ar/5 al,
ej m a

v52/17, [ez
m a

11500,
e~[

= a
,fills0.

The first series of deformation experiments was performed using specimens loaded in

compression. Figure 5 shows stress-strain (s-s) curves obtained at different temperatures
during isothermal compression along the (100) pi axis. For this pa~icular compression

Table I. Measured (I~) and calculated (ifi~) intensities values for 5-layer modulated

martensite.

hki I~ F ~

200 74 74.12

202 14 13.98

204
~

l
~

0.01

206
~

l 1.08

208 II 10.82

1.~Pa

Ico

BOB

~
303 K

298 K

~°
293 K

288 K

4o

2o

o 2 4 6 0 2 4 6 0 2 4 f.1

Fig. 5. Stress-strain curves for compression along the (100) pi axis.
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direction the maximum contraction value, corresponding to martensite formation in the

whole specimen volume (~ 5 fb), and the character of s-s curves remain unchanged even for

specimens loaded up to destruction. It also can be seen, that in temperature range above

293K deformation is fully reversible. Stress, necessary for stress-induced martensite

formation linearly follows the deformation temperature, dcr/dTm 2.5 MPaK~ '.

Principally different s-s curves were obtained for compression along the (l10) pi
direction. In contrast with the previous case here more than one deformation stage are usually
obtained in s-s curves, the number of stages being dependent on the deformation temperature

(Fig. 6). For example, at 279 K compression proceeds in three distinct stages, while unloading
consists of only two ones, indicating that part of the deformation, accumulated during the first

deformation stage, is stable at this temperature (dashed line is the beginning of s-s curve for

the second and following deformation cycles). Lowering of the deformation temperature
results in reducing the number of stages at unloading branch of s-s curve. It can be seen, that

in temperature range 243-213 K only one-stage unloading branch is observed and below 193 K

all deformation is irreversible (complete restoration of initial dimensions was always observed

upon heating to the room temperature). The stress level, necessary for starting any

deformation stage, decreases when the deformation temperature decreases, the maximum

deformation, accumulated during compression along (110) pi axis, is about 4 9b. It is worth

to point out that at 289 K both contraction on loading and elongation upon releasing of the

XMPa

Ma K 2?9 K ma K

1 4 0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 Z 4E,$

G, MPa

z4~ K 212 K 77 X

o i s a 4 o 1 8 a 4 o 1 E a 4£,>

Fig. 6. Stress-strain curves for compression along the (110) pj axis.
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load proceed in only two stages (see Fig. 6), while attained deformation value is also about

4 9b. Here the deformation value, attained during the first deformation stage is equal to the

sum of the two first deformation stages of three-stage curves, observed at lower temperatures.
Results very similar to those described above were also observed for tension along the

(100) pi direction (Fig. 7). One can see that significantly lower tensile stress levels,

necessary for beginning of corresponding deformation stages, and larger values of defor-

mations, attained at each stage, are obtained in the tension experiments.
Macroscopic observations of polished specimens surface during loading show that at the

beginning of each deformation step one or more thin parallel layers crossing the specimen
initially arise. As the deformation proceeds they become thicker and, new layers appear in

different parts of the specimen. At the end of corresponding stage, all of them coalesce

together, forming new contrast over the whole specimen length. Upon unloading reverse

processes takes place.
All these results, namely : deformation reversibility (either upon unloading or during

subsequent heating) fixed deformation values for each stage ; temperature dependence of

necessary stress level for step formation at s-s curve ; specimens surface contrast evolution

during deformation allow to suppose that each deformation stage corresponds to stress-

induced structural phase transition.
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Fig. 7. Stress-strain curves for tension along the (100) pi axis.
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The experimental technique used in the present experiments allowed to make in-situ X-ray
analysis only at room temperature (~290K). For the specimens used, this particular
temperature corresponds to one-step loading curve for the compression along the

(100) pi direction (see Fig. 5), two-step one for the compression along the (l10) pi
direction (see Fig. 6) and the three-steps loading s-s curve for the tension along the

(100) pi axis (see Fig. 7). So it enables to make structural analysis of all changes which take

place at different stages during compression and tension.

As it has already been repo~ed [3], the main diffraction spots of X-ray pattems taken from

stress-induced ma~ensite formed during compression along (100) pi axis correspond to

single crystal of b.c.t. ma~ensite with its c axis parallel to the compression direction. Analysis
of relative positions and intensity of additional (weak) spots leads to the conclusion that

crystal structure of stress-induced martensite is completely identical to the thermally-induced

one described above.

The same b-c-t- martensite having the 5-layers modulation is also formed at the first

deformation stage in specimens oriented along (100) pi and loaded in tension. Fu~her

increase of the load results in formation of new crystal structure, which differs from the

previous one in symmetry and modulation period length. Additional diffraction spots, which

also lie in (110)
~

direction, now divide the distance between the main spots of o~horhombic

lattice into 7 equal parts (Fig. 8). According to the main (strong) diffraction spots, the crystal
lattice of this stress-induced phase may be regarded as body centered o~horhombic having

parameters a =

0.612 ± 0.001 nm, b
=

0.578 ± 0.001 nm, c
=

0.554 ± 0.001 nm, with the

a axis along the tensile direction. Using the above described approach for evaluation of

modulation parameters one can found that experimentally observed intensity distribution for

?-layer modulation can be described by A= 0.083, B= 0.027,C=0. Measured and

calculated intensities for 20 f relrow of o~horhombic lattice are listed in table II. In this case

modulation may be regarded as two superimposed static waves of share displacements :

ki, ~(( [l10], ej, ~((
[l10], ki

=
4 WI? a

/,
k~

=

8 WI? a
/,

ej m a
ll12,

e~ m a
l140.

Fig. 8. X-ray oscillating pattern for stress-induced 7-layer modulated martensite.

Stress-induced b-c-t- and o~horhombic ma~ensite formation are also observed during
compression along the (110) pi direction~ however in the last case a axes are normal to the

compression direction. It is worth to be mentioned that at 289 K compression along the

(110) pi direction results in direct formation of orthorhombic 7-layer modulated martensite
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Table II. Measured (I~) and calculated ((F(2) intensity values for ?-layer modulated

martensite.

hkf I~ F ~

200 51 52.40

202 23 27.34

204
~

l
~

0.01

206
~

l 0.07

208 l 0.96

2010 7 6.25

2012 18 12.96

from the initial pi phase ; this fact explains the relatively large deformation value, observed at

the first deformation stage of s-s curve taken at this temperature. (Similar two-stage s-s curve

having extended first deformation stage were also observed at 303K for tension along
(100) pi direction.)

After the orthorhombic ma~ensite is formed in the whole specimen volume, further

tension along the (100) pi direction or compression along the (110) pi direction results in

one more stress-induced structural transition. X-ray pattems taken from crystals formed,

show disappearance of additional spots due to share modulation and indicate that new b-c-t-

crystal structure is formed. In contrast with the 5-layer modulated b-c-t- phase, having
cla

~
l, newly formed b-c-t- ma~ensite possesses tetragonality cla

~
l. Measured parameters

of this phase are a =

b
=

0.552 ± 0.001 nm, c =

0.644 ± 0.001 nm, c axis is along the tensile

axis or normal to the compression one.

The lattice parameters (a,, I
=

1, 2, 3) of the parent pi phase and of three successively
formed martensites designated for convenience as p(, pl'and pi" are listed in the table III.

(Data, listed in the same rows of the table, represent the axes which maintain correspondence

Table III. Lattice parameters of parent pi and martensite pi, p I' and pi" phases.

Axes Lattice parameters, nm

P( ~i ~( ~i

aj 0.5824 0.590 0.612 0.644

a~ 0.5824 0.590 0.578 0.552

a~ 0.5824 0.554 0.554 0.552
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during successive pi -p(- pi'-pl'~ phase transformations.) Using these values for

calculation principal strains, the deformation tensors can be written for each phase transition :

0.013 0 0 0.037 0 0

Ep~ pi =

0 0.013 0
,

Epj pi, =

0 0.02 0
,

0 0

0.049~
0 0 0

0.052 0 0

E
p p =

0 0.045 0

0 0 0.003

From these expressions upper limit of attained deformation value due to corresponding
transformation (e) for the predetermined direction can be obtained e=

e~f,, where

e, are the principal strains, f,
are directional cosines. Stress-induced transformation under

tension or compression will take place only when the product of applied normal stress

cr (cr
~

0 for tension, cr ~
0 for compression) and deformation in the direction of acting force

e (e
~

0 for elongation,
e ~

0 for contraction) is of positive sign we ~
0. It is obvious that for

tension along the (100) pi direction (ij
=

I, i~=i~=0) there is such a variant of

ma~ensites orientation for which we ~
0 for the whole sequence of phase transitions. For this

case calculated elongations are :

ej)($(
=

0.013
,

ej)ii~(
=

0.037
,

ej)fi~(,,
=

0.052,

and all of them are in a good agreement with the experimental data (see Fig. 7). The same

conclusion conceming the possibility of the whole sequence of phase transitions is also valid

for compression along the (110) pi direction (ij
=

0, i~
=

i~
=

,/2/2). Corresponding

contractions are :

ej)li((
=

0.018, El )l~i(
=

°.°~
'

~ii~~i'
~

~'~~~'

as compared with 2 fb, l iS and 2 fb taken from compression experiments for these

transitions. However for compression along (100) pi direction
we ~

0 is valid only for the

first and the third phase transitions

ej~(~(
=

0.049, ej)ill
=

0, ej)(~(
=

0.003

In the last case the contraction value is very small and apparently the necessary stress level for

stress-induced transformation is too high to be achieved before breaking of the specimen.

4. Conclusions.

a) Three pi, pi'and pi" martensites were observed in Ni~mnGa single crystals. The parent-

to-martensite pi -p( phase transition can be both thernlally-induced by cooling to

M~ point and stress-induced in temperature range above M~, while pi
-

Pi and pi
-

pi'

martensite-to-martensite transitions can be only stress-induced by properly oriented extemal

stress both below and above M~.

b) Stress level which is necessary for all stress-induced transformations decreases with

lowering of deformation temperature. Once formed p(, pl'and p(" phases are stable below

298 K, 233 K and 193 K respectively. Contraction and elongation values calculated from the

lattice parameters of corresponding phases are in a good agreement with experimental results.

c) It was shown that formation of p( and pl' phases is accompanied with additional

shuffling (besides the lattice disto~ion) which may be regarded as static wave of shear
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displacements along (l10) [l10] system. The wave length for p( and pl' phases are

5a,fi
and

7a,fi respectiv j, the maximum displacement of (l10) planes from their

original positions is about a 2/10.
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